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Session Outline
1. The Renters Reform Bill

2. Housing Supply

3. Quick Wins and the PBSA Codes of Standards Reviews

4. Q+A and Discussion
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Pulling this apart
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What would 
we get in 
return?



Student Renters 
are Diverse

576,629 full-time 
students (undergraduate 
and postgraduate) utilise 
a “term-time rental”

419,825 full-time 
students are identified by 
HESA as ‘living in their 
own-residence’



Who are they?
• 359,610 full-time students domiciled in England who are aged 21-24

• 300,500 over the age of 25

• 61% of students in the PRS lived with people unrelated to them and 27% of these students 
lived in mixed student/non-student households

• 23% lived only with their partner

• 11% of students lived alone 

• 8% lived with dependent children under the age of 18.

• 40% only live with between 1-3 people

• 30% of respondents said their current rental property was, “like the accommodation I can 
see myself living in in the future”

• 62% said it was, “somewhere I think of as home”.

• 13,183 students Care Leavers or Estranged



They want the 
reforms

• 27% of surveyed student renters selected, 
“Tenancies without fixed terms which would 
allow tenants to stay for as long as they 
need” as their preference for a top policy 
priority for NUS. 

• When asked about things that would improve 
their experience of renting, 63% of 
respondents chose, “the use of open-ended 
tenancies as opposed to fixed-term 
tenancies”

• Only 1/3 of respondents said they would not 
be likely at all to continue staying in their 
accommodation if they were offered greater 
security of tenure



2nd-class renters?

Precedent for further 
policy diversion

Rents unrestrained in a 
churning tenancy market

Tenancy security = better 
standards



What do we get in return?
• If PBSA is exempt, why aren’t we?
• We always wanted it to be
• It is different
• It comes with benefits







Ain’t just students.



Supply 
Crisis?
 Tax changes on rental income

 Rising costs due to inflation on things 
like building and maintenance 

 Interest rates making buy-to-let 
mortgages less viable and other 
investments safer

 A large number of PRS homes sold 
during the pandemic

 Landlords shifting homes into 
unregulated holiday lets 

 The great landlord retirement



Or 
Demand 
Shocks?

 The pandemic caused boomerang effect 
300,000 more renters post-pandemic

 Letting agents registered 118 new 
tenants per branch on average, up from 
64 in December. 

 There has clearly been a high-level of 
migration in recent years and a lot of it 
driven by students. 

 Universities have in many cases been 
over-recruiting with no measurement of 
their housing supply 

 A slowing of PBSA development 



So what 
about 
regulation?

• We have seen some shift in regulation 
during and after pandemic

• Increasing media-focus on housing 
sector

• Writing on the wall from all political 
parties

• Maybe influencing some?



But…

• A lot was temporary

• England has seen basically none

• RRB and other harsher regs across 
nations look a long way away practically

• Crisis present across nations, and 
developed world







Governments skeptical
• “The available evidence to date strongly suggests that similar 

reforms to abolish section 21 in Scotland have not impacted 
supply, nor changes introduced by the 2019 Tenant Fees Act, 
despite concerns that they would. The most recent English 
Housing Survey data shows the proportion of PRS households 
has remained relatively stable since 2013-14, suggesting that 
there has been no significant impact on supply to the sector 
from various reforms. “(DLUHC RRB Impact Assessment)
• “there is no strong empirical evidence at present to 

substantiate the anecdotal claims from some that landlords 
are leaving the sector.” (Scottish Gov Rent Cap Assessment)



Data doesn’t support
• The annual number of landlords paying CGT has only 

increased from 11,000 to 13,000 (out of 2.5 million 
landlords)
• The property portal Rightmove reports 16 per cent of its 

listings for sale were formerly rentals, only 3 percentage 
points higher than in January 2019, while the number of 
properties to let are up 8 per cent.





So what 
should 
we think?

• Students were canaries in the coal-mine

• Supply/demand crisis doesn’t seem 
much worse for students than other 
renters

• Being used to hike rents and weaken 
regs

• Will abandoning regs really help?



Let’s chat 
SUpply

• Better data needed

• University and local government 
mandates

• PBSA slump needs addressing

• Landlords don’t take their homes with 
them

• Selling with tenants in-situ

• Article 4 needs serious examination

• Airbnbs need monitoring and curbing

• Joining up with allies on housing supply



What else to look 
for in RRB?

• Keep an eye on standards

• Improving the other mandatory eviction 
grounds

• Get rid of joint tenancies

• Banning upfront rent and guarantors

• PBSA ombudsman?



Get Local-Ready!



The 
Codes?



What are the Codes?
• Government-approved voluntary regulation of PBSA
• Three Codes exist (UUK and UNIPOL)
• Almost every PBSA development is a member
• Regulate buildings and management
• Students can complain when standards not-met



They’re being overhauled
• Improved requirements on fire safety in PBSA to drive 

change after Grenfell and The Cube
• Improvements to how landlords deal with student mental 

health and share information with universities
• Improvements to mandatory PBSA staff training on mental 

health
• Improvements on equality and diversity issues
• Late Buildings and accommodation guarantee policies and 

compensation 
• Disabled students’ Rents



How to get involved?



Q+A and 
Discussion

• How can we better utilise local SU data, 
insight and advice casework to influence 
housing policy?
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